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1 Introdu tion
Over the last few years, there has been a growing re ognition that the worlds
of Formal Methods and the CASE tool supported modelling te hniques must
ome together to provide Software Engineers with soundly based, but notationally familiar development environments and te hniques. Sin e many engineering
dis iplines use what appear to be informal, sometimes i oni , languages as 'interfa es' to their mathemati al languages for modelling appli ation solutions, it
seems plausible to try the same approa h in Software Engineering. This means,
e e tively, that we should take extant Software Modeling Te hniques and see if
we an develop formal semanti s for their notations, so as to provide software
engineers with familiar tools, and also providing them with the possibility of performing the analyses and formal he ks, on the one hand, and the support for
transformational te hniques being applied for implementation and ode generation, on the other. (In the longer term, e e tive formal notations may generate
modelling te hniques and notations whi h will then be adopted by Software Engineers.)
With this motivation in mind, the PSMT workshop was organized in onjun tion with ICSE'98 in Kyoto on April 20th, so as to take a riti al look at re ent
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thoughts and developments in this emerging area. Work based on three of the
submissions of this workshop have been sele ted for in lusion in this journal.

2 Workshop Themes
Currently there is an ongoing standardization pro ess for synta ti al representations of obje t-oriented modeling te hniques (MT) initiated by the OMG, whi h
had its rst notable output in the standardisation of UML [2℄. The standardization of MT should not only involve provision of a pre ise syntax, but also of
a pre ise semanti s. This is essential for an unambiguous understanding of system spe i ations written using a MT, es pe ially when using diagrammati and
i oni languages, as they are very ommon in software engineering.
A pre ise semanti s allows us to dete t in onsisten ies and ina ura ies both
in MT themselves (metareasoning about the MT used), and in spe i ations written using these MT (reasoning about the system under design). It also provides
a means for omparing di erent MT in a more pre ise way and for improving
the notation. Furthermore, it enables pre ise hara terisation of interoperability
between di erent MT. From an engineering perspe tive, it also allows us to use a
notation in a more standardized way, thus leading to better and less ambiguous
understanding, supporting true reuse of spe i ations and designs, and a more
a urate de nition of ontext onditions or ( ode) generators. Also requirements
de isions an be tra ed more pre isely to ode produ ed from them. Based on a
pre ise semanti s of modeling te hniques, tool support beyond graphi editors beomes possible. Finally, the integration of tools and the ombination of methods
is more feasible than today.
We would like to express our immense gratitude to the rest of the Program Commitee, whi h onsisted of Manfred Broy (TU Muni h), Derek Coleman (Hewlett-Pa kard), Desmond D' Souza (ICON Computing), Robert Fran e
(Florida Atlanti University), ystein Haugen (Eri sson, Oslo), and Bran Seli
(Obje Time, Ottawa). Thanks go also to the additional reviewers of the journal
versions of the papers, namely Colin Atkinson, Koki hi Futatsugi, Pavel Hruby,
Haim Kilov, Ulrike Le hner, Alexander S hmidt, and Wolfgang S hwerin.
In their paper Logi of Change: Semanti s of Obje t Systems with A tive
Relations I. Bider, M. Khomyakov, and E. Push hinsky present a new model for
programming. It extends obje t-orientation by employing a tive relations. This
is espe ially suited for business appli ations, where relations a tively maintain
business rules. A logi al semanti s, as well as a pro edural semanti s based on
state ma hines, is given and an appropriate programming language is dis ussed.
T. Mens and T. D'Hondt in their paper Automating Support for Software
Evolution in UML fo us on the question of how to use UML on epts to improve
the development pro ess. They parti ularly on entrate on the potential of UML
with respe t to iterative evolution of software within and between proje ts. They

identify the la k of a pre ise semanti s for UML as one of the main inhibitors
that needs to be over ome and they suggest some additional features for UML
that espe ially support evolution.
Despite its widespread use and industrial importan e, SDL la ks at present
a omplete and integrated formal semanti s. A formal semanti s for SDL using
a new algebrai formalism alled Timed Rewriting Logi (TRL) is presented
by L. J. Steggles and P. Kosiu zenko in their paper A Formal Model for SDL
Spe i ations based on Timed Rewriting Logi . The given semanti s provides a
natural basis for analysing, verifying, testing and omposing SDL systems. The
authors present a new equivalen e theorem that allows this TRL semanti s to be
automated using Rewriting Logi and its asso iated tools. This is demonstrated
by modelling an SDL spe i ation for the ben hmark alternating bit proto ol.
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